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UH: A TIER ONE UNIVERSITY
HISPANIC AND ASIAN-AMERICAN SERVING INSTITUTION
ALUMNI ARECEOS OF BUSINESSES LARGE AND SMALL
PASSPORT FOR COOGS

University-wide initiative to offer a passport at no charge to all UH students

U.S. Designated Passport Facility available to faculty, staff, and students
GLOBAL CITIZENS CREDENTIAL

Students become global citizens through global knowledge, global engagement, and global responsibility.

Graduates will receive a certificate acknowledging their status as a global citizen.
Students participating in learning abroad programs has increased 101% since 2013
TRAVELS WITH SHASTA

Tag @UHprovost on Facebook and Instagram

See Shasta's adventures:

uh.edu/provost/news/shasta
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE EXHIBITS IN BERLIN

Students provide virtual reality simulation of the future of downtown Houston at the Aedes Architecture Forum.
WITH INNOVATIVE FACULTY
$151 MILLION IN TOTAL RESEARCH EXPENDITURES

\[16\%\]

Since 2013
FACULTY PUBLICATIONS AND CITATIONS

▲ 31% Publications, 2014-2017

▲ 67% Citations, 2014-2017
• 18 members of the National Academies of Sciences and Engineering
• 11 members of the National Academy of Inventors
• 54 winners of the NSF CAREER Awards since 1996
COLLABORATING WITH

GRADUATE STUDENTS

Increased monthly salaries for doctoral graduate students by 4% since 2012-2013

POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWS

$31\%$
Number of Postdocs since 2012-2013
Graduate Students

Increased monthly salaries for doctoral graduate students by 4% since 2012-2013
POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWS

▲ 31%

Number of Postdocs since 2012-2013
TO ENGAGE AND EMPOWER STUDENTS

PROVOST SUMMER READ PROGRAM

All incoming freshmen read a common book
This year’s book is Hidden Figures: The American Dream and the Untold Story of the Black Women Mathematicians Who Helped Win the Space Race by Margot Lee Shetterly
Margot Lee Shetterly will give a talk on October 3

UH IN 4: SAVING STUDENTS TIME AND MONEY

88% Returning UHIn4 students from year 1

22% More students completed 30 hours in their first year through the UHIn4 program

GRADUATION RATES

*Estimation can be 2017 on assistance. First data will available in December 2017*

DEGREES AWARDED

▲ 18% Bachelor’s Degrees Since 2012-2013
▲ 16% Doctoral Degrees Since 2012-2013
All incoming freshmen read a common book

This year's book is *Hidden Figures: The American Dream and the Untold Story of the Black Women Mathematicians Who Helped Win the Space Race* by Margot Lee Shetterly

Margot Lee Shetterly will give a talk on October 3
UH IN 4: SAVING STUDENTS TIME AND MONEY

88% Returning UHin4 students from year 1

22% More students completed 30 hours in their first year through the UHin4 program.
DEGREES AWARDED

18% Bachelor's Degrees Since 2012-2013

16% Doctoral Degrees Since 2012-2013
GRADUATION RATES

FTIC Graduation Rates, 2012-2017*

* Graduation rates for 2017 are projections. Final rates will be available in September 2017.
TOWARDS NATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS
TOP 10 FOR 10 YEARS
Healthcare Law
Part-time Law Program
COLLEGE OF NURSING

100% pass rates on the NCLEX-RN for the third year in a row
UH Alumnus Kenny Broberg won silver at the Van Cliburn International Piano Competition.
PHI BETA KAPPA

Only 10% of the nation's institutions have Phi Beta Kappa chapters
△16 spots

Association of Research Libraries (ARL) rankings
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